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Abstract

This paper contains an assessment of the accomplishment of the Sustainable Development Goals in Spain through administrative
law, pointing out the main regulations, and the most outstanding actions taken through public programmes and plans proficient to
have a great impact on each and every one of the 17 SDGs. The research has been carried out through an initial theoretical study that
involves a review of the main literature on the SDGs, Spanish law, and the study of case law related to some SDGs. After exposing
the main theoretical questions of each SDG, a survey was carried out to quantitatively measure the degree of compliance with the
SDGs through administrative regulation, and to analyse the possibilities for further regulatory development. The results are different
in relation to each SDG, as the study shows. However, it can be anticipated that the average degree of compliance with the set of
SDGs is medium-high, but more measures can be promoted to reach full compliance.
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Intr oduction
The research shows the degree of accomplishment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through
Spanish administrative law. The main objective is to offer a complete and detailed view of the current regulation for compliance with the milestones of the SDGs in Spain. The problem we pose is the convenience of
taking further administrative measures in some way, so that by 2030 the SDGs will have been fully achieved.
For this, it is necessary to evaluate the degree of compliance and the possibilities for future development.
Considering this, the relevance of the study is determined by its usefulness in getting to know the current
situation, and the weaknesses observed in relation to the SDGs in Spain, in order to propose improvements
that can be implemented in the decade 2021 to 2030. The investigation starts from a detailed qualitative
analysis of each SDG from the point of view of theoretical administrative law and by case law, including
the main regulations, plans and administrative programmes carried out in Spain to reach each SDG. The
qualitative aspect is obtained from specific seminars regarding each SDG, in which the control group has an
active role through collaborative learning techniques (Lucero MM, 2003: 5), which is intended to encourage
autonomous learning about this issue (Moreno, Martínez, 2006; Peña Calvo, 1998: 621–630; Coll, Martín,
2006). The quantitative aspect is the result of a critical analysis carried out with feedback from surveys answered by the control group which was formed from those who participated in the theoretical seminars and
consisted of 52 people. The quantitative results for each SDG refer to: 1) Whether in Spanish administrative
law there are sufficient and adequate regulations to achieve full compliance with each SDG; 2) If each SDG
is fully accomplished in Spain through such regulations; and 3) To what extent can more measures be taken
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through administrative regulation to fulfil compliance with each SDG. Regarding these questions, the control
group was asked to indicate from 1 to 5, where 1 is the lowest degree and 5 is the highest degree, about the
existence of regulation, compliance or possibilities for future normative development.
Given the multidisciplinary and varied nature of each SDG, it is not possible to offer a common theoretical background. For this reason, it has been considered more appropriate to make a brief individualised
reference to the theoretical basis of each SDG in a specific and separate way, as follows.
1. A ccomplishme nt of S DG 1. End o f p o v ert y
In Spain, the National Institute of Statistics set the poverty threshold for 2019 at 9,009.2 euros per year
for one-person households, and 18,918.3 euros for households with two adults and two children (INE, 2020).
There is also an Operational Plan for the development of a national strategy for the prevention and fight
against poverty and social exclusion (2019), and other complementary plans implemented by the Ministry
of Health, consumption and Social Welfare, and refer to the minimum vital income, the minimum inter-professional salary, and the multiple effects public income indicator used as a reference for public aid and other
benefits. In this regard, in Spain there is a Comprehensive National Strategy for the Homeless 2015-2020,
and the 24/2015 Act of July 29 on urgent measures to face the emergency in the area of housing and energy
poverty, which forbids the possibility of cutting off basic supplies to vulnerable families at risk of residential
exclusion. considering the former measures, 88.45% of the surveyed people selected degrees 3 and 4 regarding the question of the existence of regulation in Spain in relation to SDG 1, although it does not reach
its full development. Figure 2 shows that 25.49% considered that compliance is low, placing it at between
1 and 2, and 74.51% placed the degree of compliance in a medium-high position (degrees 3 and 4). Figure
3 represents the possibilities offered by Spanish administrative law to implement more measures aimed at
achieving full compliance with this SDG, considering that 49.02% of those surveyed said that this SDG has
possibilities for further development to a medium-high degree, between degrees 4 and 5.
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Figure 1. SDG 1 regulation

Figure 2. SDG 1 accomplishment

Figure 3. SDG 1 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

2. A ccomplishment of SDG 2. Zero h u n g er
this SDG has a strong connection with SDG 1, and the measures aimed at ending poverty can also be
applied to SDG 2. Others can also be added, especially those related to promoting production, sustainable
agriculture, and making public investment in infrastructure and technology with the purpose of favouring
depressed rural areas (United Nations, 2020).
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Figure 4. SDG 2 regulation

Figure 5. SDG 2 accomplishment

Figure 6. SDG 2 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.
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the research shows that this objective has a medium-high degree of regulation in Spain, since 72.34% of
the surveyed people placed the degree of normative development at 3 or 4 (Figure 4), only 10.64% consider
that there is a greater degree of normative development, and the other 17.02% understand that regulation is
still insufficient, choosing grades 1 and 2. Figure 5 shows that 70% of the control group appreciate that it
is a medium-high degree of accomplishment (3 and 4). The majority of the control group (89.36%) placed
the possibilities for future development between 3 and 5, while nobody grades it at 1, as shown in Figure 6.
3 . Accom plis hme nt of S DG 3. He alth an d wel l -b ei n g
the core of the material research was the extension of administrative organisation and the distribution
of power in the National Health System, contained in the 14/1986 Act of April 25, in relation to the cohesion and quality of the National Health System 16/2003 Act of May 28, and with the General Public Health
33/2011 Act of October 4. The research considered the health management of the Covid-19 pandemic and
the regulation of the state of alarm approved to manage the health crisis during 2020. It was highlighted that
there are other questions regarding this issue, such as the regulation of the guarantees and rational use of
medicines and health products through the royal Legislative Decree 1/2015 of July 24. Social welfare has
many dimensions, admitting a much deeper study in all of them (Lázaro Guillamón et al., 2020), such as
social housing policies, among others. the survey shows that regarding SGD3, the degree of normative development in favour of SDG 3 is medium-high, since 66.67% of the control group choose to indicate degrees
4 and 5 (Figure 7). consequently, the degree of compliance is medium-high, as is shown in Figure 8, since
86.27% appreciate that the level of compliance scores between 3 and 5. It is still possible to improve it, as is
shown in Figure 9, where 76.92% of the surveyed people chose degrees 3 to 5 to indicate further normative
development possibilities.
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Figure 7. SDG 3 regulation

Figure 8. SDG 3 accomplishment

Figure 9. SDG 3 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

4 . Accom plis hme nt of S DG 4. Quality ed u cat i o n
the education system in Spain is organised with clear administrative powers, well-structured levels of
education, and regulations on Fundamental Laws, such as 2/2006 of 3 May on Education, and Fundamental
Law 8/2013 of December 9 for the improvement of educational quality, and basic guidelines for administrative procedure in the field of education.
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Figure 10. SDG 4 regulation

Figure 11. SDG 4 accomplishment

Figure 12. SDG 4 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.
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the results show that Spanish administrative regulations have contributed to achieve a high degree of
compliance with this SDG. current normative development is placed by 88.46% of the control group at
between 4 and 5 (Figure 10), giving rise to a degree of compliance that 57.69% place between 4 and 5 (Figure 11). consequently, as is shown in Figure 12, the measures that could still be incorporated are located in
the moderate spectrum (degrees 2, 3 and 4), since according to 82.69% of the people surveyed, the possibility
of adopting more measures is low, due to the quality of current regulations.
5. A ccomplishment of SDG 5. Gend er eq u al i t y
This SDG should be considered an essential minimum in any field, but also in business it can become a competitive advantage (brotó, Lapiedra, 2020, 110), which without doubt should be incorporated on regulations. the
control group was informed about Directive 2006/54/Ec on the application of the principle of equal opportunities
and equal treatment between men and women in employment and occupation matters, and in Spain about Fundamental Law 3/2007 of March 22 for the effective equality of women and men that promote gender equality in a
general sense. regarding case law, there are interesting sentences that deal with the application of this SDG in the
field of public administration, extending this principle to the civil service and employment relationship of staff in all
public administration. this possibility covers a much larger area, since the Istanbul convention recognises gender
violence as a violation of human rights, being solid legal grounds for achieving this goal (Ventura Franch, 2016,
179-208). There is a strong opinion (73.08%) that points out that this SDG has a medium-high normative development, as is shown in Figure 13, placing this issue in degrees 4 and 5. However, Figure 14 is very clear when it
shows that the majority consider that the degree of full compliance with SDG 5 is still very far away, since 65.38%
selected lower grades (from 1 to 3 degrees). consistent with this last data, Figure 15 shows that 63.46% of the
control group think that there is a high margin to implement more measures (Figure 15).
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Figure 13. SDG 5 regulation

Figure 14. SDG 5 accomplishment

Figure 15. SDG 5 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

6. A ccomplishment of SDG 6. c lea n wat er an d s an i t at i o n
this issue is regulated by Spanish royal Legislative Decree 1/2001 of July 20, which approves the Water
Act, complemented by the hydrological plans of the existing basins in Spain, and in relation to article 25.2. c)
of the 7/1985 Act of April 2, regulating the basis of the local regime, from which it turns out that it is a local
public service. Its regulations set a specific legal regime with the purpose of being a sustainable public service
from an economic point of view (Fernandez, 2016: 442). The establishment of supply infrastructures is connected with urban regulation, because Spanish royal Legislative Decree 7/2015 of October 30 approves the Land
and Urban rehabilitation Act, which refers to the provision of infrastructures for water supply as a condition
(among others) for the classification of land as urban. All this is completed with other regulations, such as Royal
Decree-Law 11/1995 of December 28, which establishes the regulations applicable to the treatment of urban
wastewater, transposing European Directive 91/271/EEC. In relation to SDG 6, the majority of people surveyed
consider that compliance is medium-high, as is shown in Figure 16, since 92.31% of them rated the existence of
regulation between grades 3 and 5. consequently, the degree of compliance with this SDG in Spain is also to a
medium-high degree, since 80.77% of the control group placed the level of compliance between 3 and 5 (Figure
17). More measures could be taken, but in moderate terms, since only 48.08% of those surveyed selected points
4 and 5, pointing out medium possibilities for further development (Figure 18).
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Figure 16. SDG 6 regulation

Figure 17. SDG 6 accomplishment

Figure 18. SDG 6 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

7 . Accom plis hment of SDG 7. Afford ab l e an d cl ean en erg y
the essence of the regulation on affordable and non-polluting energy is contained in royal Decree-Law
15/2018 of October 5, which includes urgent measures for energy transition and consumer protection, and in
Royal Decree 244/2019, by which the administrative, technical and economic conditions for consumption of
electrical energy are regulated. this SDG is closely related to SDG 13 about climate action, since climate change is a consequence, above all, of uncontrolled carbon emissions (Ruiz de Elvira Serra, 2016: 35). In the year
2020, progress was made in Spain towards its achievement through the declaration of the climate emergency
and the approval of the Draft of the Act on climate change and Energy transition of 26 May 2020. In relation
to this SDG, the normative development is medium grade, since levels 3 and 4 were selected by 69.23% of the
control group (Figure 19). The level of compliance is also intermediate, as is shown in Figure 20, where 3 and
4 points were selected by 76.92% of the people surveyed. But, as is shown in Figure 21, the possibilities for
adopting more regulatory measures are still high, since 59.61% placed this possibility at 4 and 5.
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Figure 19. SDG 7 regulation

Figure 20. SDG 7 accomplishment

Figure 21. SDG 7 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

8 . Accom plis hme nt of S DG 8. De ce n t wo rk an d eco n o m i c g ro wt h
the case law c-152/11 of the court of Justice of the European Union, of 6 December 2012 resolved a
preliminary ruling question that had arisen on the application of council Directive 2000/78/Ec of 27 November 2000 on the establishment of a general framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation. the relevance of a good work environment to achieve this SDG has been highlighted, but it is not yet
contemplated by law (Rodríguez Artola, 2020: 80). The extension of Spanish regulation regarding SDG 8
is situated, according to the control group, in a moderately average position, since 78.85% selected 3 and 4
points (Figure 22). the degree of compliance with this SDG is in a medium-low range, since the majority of
the 86.54% of surveyed people selected 2 and 3 points, as is shown in Figure 23. the possibilities for future
development are still high, according to 69.23% of those surveyed who selected 4 and 5 points (Figure 24).
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Figure 22. SDG 8 regulation

Figure 23. SDG 8 accomplishment

Figure 24. SDG 8 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.
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9. A ccomplishment of SDG 9. Indu s t ry, i n n o v at i o n an d i n fras t ru ct u re
the essential actions to improve the achievement of this SDG in Spain are contained in the Innovation
Plan for Transport and Infrastructure 2017–2020, the Agenda for the Strengthening of the Industrial Sector in Spain of 2014, the State Plan for Scientific and Technical Research and Innovation corresponding
to the period 2017 to 2020, and the National 5G Plan 2018–20. All of them imply large public investment
to improve infrastructures and innovation. there is a relevant connection between this SDG and SDG 11
(sustainable cities and communities), in order to promote innovation to generate smart cities and territories
(García García, Caravaca Barroso, 2009: 23–45; Rico, 2018: 16–17; García Álvarez, 2012: 323–332; Gomez
Jimenez, 2019). The normative development of this SDG is medium-high, since 80.77% of surveyed people
selected grades 3 and 4 (Figure 25), giving rise to a degree of medium-moderate compliance, according to
71.15% of the control group (Figure 26). consequently, the possibilities for future regulatory development
are still high, since 3, 4 and 5 points are given by a total of 76.92% of those surveyed (Figure 27).
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Figure 25. SDG 9 regulation

Figure 26. SDG 9 regulation

Figure 27. SDG 9 regulation

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

10. A ccomplishme nt of S DG 10. r e d u ced i n eq u al i t i es
The 20/2013 Act of December 9 on the guarantee of market unity and the 2018–2021 Immigration Plan
of the Community of Madrid are evidence of the fight against inequality in different areas. This SDG is related to SDG 1 and SDG 5, in respect of economic inequality and gender respectively, so that progress in the
latter ones favours the fulfilment of SDG 10 too.
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Figure 28. SDG 10 regulation

Figure 29. SDG 10 accomplishment

Figure 30. SDG 10 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

The existence of administrative regulation is, according to 90.38% of surveyed people, medium-high,
since this percentage is the result of adding the percentages of those who selected grades 3, 4 and 5 (Figure 28). However, there is a lack of regulatory effectiveness in this area, because 82.69% of the control group
selected 1, 2 or 3 degrees (Figure 29). The possibilities for combating inequality through further Spanish
administrative regulations is very high, as is shown in Figure 30, because 63.46% of those surveyed consider
that the possibility for introducing new measures is very high (between 4 and 5 points).
11. Accom p lishme nt of S DG 11. S u s t ai n ab l e ci t i es an d co m m u n i t i es
Urban Spanish regulations show a preference for the model of urbanisation of compact cities (Amenós,
2015: 1–167). So we find the Land and Urban Rehabilitation of Royal Legislative Decree 7/2015 of October
30, and regional regulation such as the 5/2014 Act of territory Ordination, Urbanism and Landscape of the
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Valencian community, aligned with this patron, that favours the digitalisation of territories, and makes cities
and communities more sustainable and efficient. This SDG is related to others such as SDG 9, SDG 13, SDG
14 and SDG 15. the majority of the control group consider that, regarding this SGD, there is a high degree
of specific regulation in force, selecting between 3 and 5 points (Figure 31). But 63.46% of the surveyed
people understand that the degree of compliance is mostly low, selecting grades 2 and 3, which should make
us reflect on the adequacy of the regulatory technique of this area (Figure 32). Figure 33 shows that the possibilities for future development are high, because 82.69% of the group rated this question at 3 to 5 points.
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Figure 31. SDG 11 regulation

Figure 32. SDG 11 accomplishment

Figure 33. SDG 11 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

1 2 . Accom plishment of SDG 12. r esp o n s i b l e co n s u m p t i o n an d p ro d u ct i o n
there is a huge concern in the European Union in relation to sustainable growth versus the scarcity of
natural resources, and the basic lines of European regulations highlight the importance of ecological public
procurement. In Spain, the Presidential Order PCI/86/2019 of January 31 publishes the Agreement of the
Council of Ministers of 7 December 2018, which approves the Ecological Public Procurement Plan of the
General State Administration. On a practical level, the results of recycling through consumption in some
countries of the European Union should be highlighted, for example, the German Pfand plan, which allows
99% of packaging to be recycled. The promotion of responsible consumption undoubtedly affects responsible production in all sectors, including the financial sector, where irresponsible demand and the granting
of mortgage loans is directly linked to the global subprime mortgage economic crisis of 2008. this leads to
sector supervisors carrying out action to promote a so-called ‘financial culture’ (Lara Ortiz, 2017: 187–204).
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Figure 34. SDG 12 regulation

Figure 35. SDG 12 accomplishment

Figure 36. SDG 12 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

A total of 80.77% of those surveyed placed current normative development at a medium-high degree,
choosing 3 to 5 points (Figure 34). Figure 35 shows that 71.15% of the control group attributes a low level
of compliance with this SDG, since this percentage represents 2 or 3 degrees (Figure 35). the possibilities
for future development are very high, as is shown in Figure 36.
1 3. A ccomplishment of SDG 13. c lim at e act i o n
Royal Decree 18/2019 of January 25 develops aspects related to the application of the greenhouse gas
emission rights trading regime in the period 2021 to 2030; and the National Integrated Energy and Climate
Plan (PNIEC) for the period 2021 to 2030, promoted by the Ministry of Ecological Transition, seeks to
‘transform the economic and energy model’ of Spain to meet the reduction objectives of carbon emissions.
the year 2020 was a turning point in this issue, since the Energy transition bill of May 2020 is awaiting
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approval in the congress of Deputies. In Spain, there are some regulations that, considering the results of the
survey, we can grade at between 2 and 5 (Figure 37). However, Figure 38 is very clear in showing that, after
studying the current regulations, the majority of the control group consider that full compliance with this
SDG is still a long way off, since grades 1 to 3 receive the highest number of votes, being a total of 84.62%
of the people surveyed. Finally, Figure 39 shows that 96.15% of the control group consider that there is a lot
to do (3 to 5 points).
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Figure 37. SDG 13 regulation

Figure 38. SDG 13 accomplishment

Figure 39. SDG 13 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

14. A ccomplishment of SDG 14. Life b el o w wat er
This SDG is promoted by Directive 2008/56/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17
June 2008, which establishes a framework for community action in the field of marine environmental policy
(Marine Strategy Framework Directive), and consequently in Spain, the 41/2010 Act of December 29 on
the protection of the marine environment establishes the legal regime to achieve or maintain the good environmental status of the marine environment, both volume and biodiversity (Ortiz García, 2011: 8), through
planning, conservation, protection and improvement. Furthermore, in Spain we find regional and local regulations regarding this issue, because there are 5,849 kilometres of coastline (INE, 1985: 1).
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Figure 40. SDG 14 regulation

Figure 41. SDG 14 accomplishment

Figure 42. SDG 14 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

According to Figure 40, the existence of current regulation in favour of SDG 14 is at a medium-high
degree, since 67.31% value it at between 3 and 4 degrees. However, Figure 41 shows that the degree of compliance with this SDG is low, since the lowest grades (from 1 to 3) were selected by 90.38% of the control
group. concurrently with this, 67.31% of surveyed people rated at between 4 and 5 points the possibility of
adopting more measures to achieve full compliance with this SDG in Spain (Figure 42).
15. A ccomplishment of SDG 15. Life o n l an d
This SDG has been the subject of interesting studies by specialised doctrine (Lopéz Ramón, 2019:
1–195). From the regulatory point of view, we must highlight the regulation contained in the 21/2013 Act
of December 9 on environmental evaluation, with a special emphasis on the contestability of administrative
resolutions relating to the submission of a project or plan for environmental assessment, and the 42/2007 Act
of December 13 on Natural Heritage and biodiversity, which regulates the establishment and management
of the Natura 2000 Network in Spain. This regulation is based on Royal Decree 1997/1995 of December
7, which establishes measures to help guarantee biodiversity through the conservation of natural habitats
and wild flora and fauna, and the 30/2014 Act of December 3 on National Parks. All these regulations are
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complemented by the 26/2007 Act of October 23 on Environmental responsibility, and a great number of
administrative plans and programmes to promote protection of the environment. Also, there is remarkable
case law about penal punishments or administrative sanctions when protected species are damaged by hunting. SDG 15 has a high degree of regulatory development in the administrative field, according to 67.31%
of the control group that assessed the existence of specific standards with 4 to 5 points (Figure 43); however,
the degree of compliance does not meet legal standards, according to 84.62% of the people surveyed, as is
shown by Figure 44. Finally, 61.54% of those surveyed consider that regulation in this area can be enriched
by more measures to a high degree, since they selected 4 and 5 points (Figure 45).
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Figure 43. SDG 15 regulation

Figure 44. SDG 15 accomplishment

Figure 45. SDG 15 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.
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1 6 . Accom plishme nt of S DG 16. Pe ac e, j u s t i ce an d s t ro n g i n s t i t u t i o n s
the fundamental nature of the right of access to justice recognised in article 24 of the Spanish constitution and in article 47 of the charter of Fundamental rights of the European Union of 12 December 2007 is
the core of this SDG, and it could be improved by its modernisation, rationalisation, streamlining of procedures, reinforcing judicial independence, etc. In the same way, the achievement of the goal of solid institutions
should be related to administrative transparency, citizen participation and good governance, which have
undergone remarkable development in the first decades of the 21st century, and they really imply a democratic evolution towards a status in which the citizen can control administrative activity (Tomás Mallén, 2004;
García Macho, 2010; García Macho, 2014; Blasco Díaz, 2010; Blasco Díaz, 2014; Oller Rubert, 2010). The
existing regulation in relation to this SDG is valued as profuse, according to 78.85% of the control group,
who score the stage of its regulation at 4 to 5 points (Figure 46). the degree of compliance is medium-high,
since 78.85% also rate it at 3 or 4 degrees (Figure 47). the possibility of adopting more measures is high,
as is shown in Figure 48, because 76.92% of people surveyed give this possibility between 3 and 5 points.
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Figure 46. SDG 16 regulation

Figure 47. SDG 16 accomplishment

Figure 48. SDG 16 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

1 7 . Accom plishme nt of S DG 17. Pa rtn ers h i p s fo r t h e g o al s
We find a specific Spanish law to generate international alliances through treaties, such as the 25/2014
Act of November 27 on treaties and other International Agreements. However, there are other possibilities
that fit the strict administrative scope, such as agreements between administrations or with other public or
private entities, the creation of consortia (Sanchez Morón, 2020: 423), and other forms of public collaboration, through cooperation, public contracting or other mechanisms of scientific transfer between companies
and public research centres, which are supported through state and regional innovation plans (Flor Peris,
Blasco Díaz, Lara Ortiz, 2020: 52–80). Considering the former mechanisms, 73.08% of the people surveyed
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consider that there is a medium normative development of this issue, as they value it at 3 or 4 (Figure 49).
the degree of compliance is intermediate too, as is shown in Figure 50. Finally, Figure 51 shows that the
possibilities for future normative development are considered high by the majority of the control group, since
67.31% selected grade 4 or 5.
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Figure 49. SDG 17 regulation

Figure 50. SDG 17 accomplishment

Figure 51. SDG 17 development

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

Source: the author, 2021.

18. Global results ove rvie w
the global results of the assessment show that a medium-high accomplishment has been achieved through
Spanish administrative law regarding the 17 SDGs. the milestones with the highest degree of compliance
are: SDG 4 (Quality education), which is the most highly achieved by regulations, followed by SDG 3 (Health and well-being), SDG 6 (clean water and sanitation), SDG 7 (Affordable and clean energy), SDG 13
(Climate action), and SDG 17 (Partnerships to achieve goals). However, we should pay attention to the fact
that there is less regulatory development in favour of other SDGs, with SDG 12 (responsible production
and consumption) and SDG 15 (Life of terrestrial ecosystems) being considered the worst, followed by SDG
1 (End of poverty), SDG 2 (Zero hunger), and SDG 14 (Life below the sea). concurrent with these results
about weaker or depressed SDGs, more promotion is possible through administrative law or informal actions
carried out by public administrations through action plans or programmes.
conclus ion
this analysis reveals the extension of the accomplishment of the SDGs through Spanish administrative law,
which is analysed both in a qualitative and in a quantitative sense. the results show the medium-high compliance of the SDGs considered in general terms in Spain. the study demonstrated also that the incorporation of activities that allow the transfer of knowledge about sustainability in universities produces the result of increasing
awareness about the subject, and training in critical thinking to achieve a sustainable future, as a manifestation
of the social responsibility that a university owes to the society in which it is. the innovative nature of the action
described has allowed us not only to assess the degree of compliance with each one of the Sustainable Development Goals through Spanish administrative law, but also to provide critical thinking to the control group, and
above all, what is more important, to ensure that the transfer of knowledge to future legal professionals has
been done, and this will undoubtedly contribute to achieving higher levels of sustainability in the near future.
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I S PA N I J O S V Y S T Y M osi d a r na A D M I N I S T R A C I N Ė S T E I S Ė S
POŽIŪRIU
María Lidón Lara Ortiz
Jaume I universitetas (Ispanija)
Santr auka
Nustatyta septyniolika darnaus vystymosi tikslų, kuriuos Jungtinės Tautos ekonominiu, socialiniu ir
aplinkos požiūriu laiko visuotiniais, transformuojančiais ir įtraukiais, taigi pagrindiniais žmonijos vystymosi iššūkiais. Norint juos įgyvendinti, svarbu laikytis nustatytų taisyklių, įgyvendinti numatytą į tvarumą
nukreiptą administracinę politiką. Norint įgyvendinti darnaus vystymosi tikslus, reikia siekti, kad visų kartų
žmonės suvoktų jų svarbą. Taigi svarbu šviesti jaunąją kartą, kuri turėtų suprasti praeities paveldo išsaugojimo ir tęstinumo būtinybę, juk nuo kiekvienos kartos priklauso būsimų kartų gyvenimas.
Tyrimo tikslas yra dvejopas: visų pirma supažindinsime su situacija Ispanijoje, įgyvendinant darnaus
vystymosi tikslus, antra, atskleisime, kaip svarbu puoselėti tvarumo kultūrą. Siekiant šių tikslų Jungtinės
Tautos pripažįsta esminį švietimo vaidmenį: „Švietimas pats negali išspręsti esamų vystymosi problemų, bet
humanistinė ir holistinė švietimo vizija gali ir turėtų prisidėti prie naujo vystymosi modelio kūrimo. Taikant
šį modelį ekonomikos augimas turėtų būti reguliuojamas reiškiant pagarbą aplinkai, rūpinantis taika, siekiant
įtraukties ir socialinio teisingumo“ (UNESCO, 2015: 10).
Tad universitetų ir apskritai aukštojo mokslo centrų vaidmuo svarbus ugdant tvaraus vystymosi dvasią,
nes gali perduoti tvarias vertybes, kurios prisideda prie universitetų prisiimtų socialinių įsipareigojimų vykdymo. Administracinė teisė glaudžiai susijusi beveik su visais darnaus vystymosi tikslais, nes kontrolinis
viešojo administravimo vaidmuo gali sumažinti žalingą organizacijų bei žmonių veiklą (taikydami adminis-
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tracines bausmes, reglamentuodami tam tikras veiklas), be to, naudinga skatinti naujus tvaraus vystymosi
būdus. Pagrindinė mūsų remiama hipotezė – teorinių administracinės teisės žinių pritaikomumas, formuojant
tvarumo supratimą, kaip papildomą vertę, kuri galėtų būti lemiama siekiant darnaus vystymosi tikslų.
Taigi šis tyrimas apima dvi dimensijas: pirmoji – kiekvieno darnaus vystymosi tikslų įgyvendinimo etapo
įvertinimas, antroji – administracinis įstatymo, kaip drausmės priemonės, skirtos skleisti tvarumo žinias.
PAGRINDINIAI ŽODŽIAI: darnus vystymasis, administracinė teisė, regionai, viešasis administravimas.
JEL KLASIFIKACIJA: K23, I38, I23, I25.
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